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Abstract. We describe the use of the Haskell testing package QuickCheck
to aid in the debugging of the operational and denotational semantics of
a hardware compilation language called Handel-C.

1 Introduction

Developing formal semantics for a programming language, particularly a “real-
world” one, is a daunting task. A major part of the work, apart from determining
the details of the various semantics models used (denotational, operational, etc.),
is the proof of various formal properties that the semantic models must have,
as well as the validity of desired laws of the language under study. In practise,
many of these “proofs” fail because the stated property is in fact false, due to
some error in the design of the semantic models. Typically the model has to be
re-worked, and the proofs re-done, many times before the exercise is complete.

A helpful methodology when developing formal models is to have a easy way
to look for counterexamples to proposed theorems, before going to the effort of
engaging in a formal proof—this allows more time to be spent correcting the
models and allows a higher degree of confidence to gained before embarking on
such proofs. One such approach can be based on the QuickCheck testing package
[1] distributed with most implementations of Haskell.

This paper describes experiences in adopting this approach for the devel-
opment of operational and denotational semantics for the Handel-C1 language
[2–4].

2 Formal Modelling with QuickCheck

The formal modelling notation being used is based on that of the Vienna De-
velopment Method (VDM) [5], and is a dialect known as the “Irish School”
of VDM (VDM♣) [6]. This dialect corresponds to a functional subset of VDM,
where operations are defined with so-called explicit post-conditions, i.e functions
describing how the output is determined from the inputs. It is particulary suited
to describing language semantics, and has the nice property that it is relatively
straightforward to encode much of it in a strongly-typed lazy functional language
like Clean or Haskell.
1 Handel-C is the registered trademark of Celoxica Ltd (www.celoxica.com)



Name VDM♣ Haskell

Constructor PA Set a
Empty or Null ∅ nullSet
Singleton { a } iSet a
Characteristic Fn., Membership χ,∈ chrf, mOf
Subset ⊆ subSet
Cardinality # card
Union ∪ union
Restriction/Intersection /,∩ srestrict, intersect
Map Pf smap f
Reduce ?/ sreduce (op,id)
For-all ∀ for all
There-exists ∃ exists
Product × cross
Table 1. A subset of Set Functionality from IVDM Set

Name VDM♣ Haskell

Constructor A
m→ B Map a b

Empty or Null θ nullMap
Singleton {a 7→ b} iMap a b
Application µ(a) mApp m a
Domain dom dom
Range rng rng
Override † override
Restriction / mrestrict
Removal /− mremove

Table 2. A subset of Map Functionality from IVDM Map

To this end, a number of Haskell libraries have been written to support
this encoding2, basically providing sets (IVDM Set, Table 1) and finite partial
maps (IVDM Map, Table 2) as datatypes, and then augmented with a library
IVDM Test that provides the hooks to allow QuickCheck to be used. The libraries
allow the construction of sets and maps over types that belong to the Ord class
in Haskell, with the resulting set and map types themselves being instances of
this class. The QuickCheck encoding provides generators for sets and maps over
types which themselves have such generators.

3 Handel-C

Handel-C is a language originally developed by the Hardware Compilation Group
at Oxford University Computing Laboratory, and now marketed by Celoxica
Ltd. It is a hybrid of CSP [7] and C, designed to target hardware implemen-
tations, specifically field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) [8]. The language

2 https://www.cs.tcd.ie/Andrew.Butterfield/IrishVDM/software/



p ∈ P ::= 0 | 1 | v := e | p1; p2 | p1 ‖ p2

| p1 / b . p2 | s I [pi] | b ∗ p | 〈gi → pi〉

Fig. 1. mini-Handel-C “Math.’ Syntax

c ∈ Ch

x, y, z, v ∈ V ar

g ∈ G ::= !? | c!e | c?v

e, s, b ∈ E = normal expressions, s : Z, b : B

Fig. 2. Handel-C Names, Expressions and Guards

has sequential and parallel constructs and global variable assignment and chan-
nel communication. The language targets synchronous hardware with multiple
clock domains.

As the Handel-C language targets hardware, it is ideal for implementing
embedded systems, often in situations where high levels of assurance would be
desirable. There is a clear need for for both a formal semantics of Handel-C (or
a reasonable subset) as well as an appropriate methodology and tool support.

The concrete (ASCII) syntax of Handel-C is C-like, with an explicit par{. . . }
construct, and channel communication denoted by a CSP-like notation (c!e
and c?x). However, for the purposes of formal modelling, it is easier to use a
terse “mathematical” syntax, for an essential subset3 of the language (Figure 1).
The language is built-up using channel and variable identifiers, expressions and
guards (Figure 2).

A brief description of the behaviour of a Handel-C program now follows,
concentrating on those features most relevant to this paper.

Handel-C programs are targeted at hardware implementations, based on the
idea that program variables correspond to hardware registers, controlled by a
single global clock4. Two key activities are synchronised to the clock, namely
variable assignment and channel communication: the assignment x := e updates
the register for x with the value of the expression e at the end of the current
clock cycle. The expression e is evaluated using the values of variables during the
current clock cycle. All assignments running in parallel in any given clock cycle
evaluate their expressions using current register values, and then simultaneously
update their target variables at the end. This allows, for example, a variable

3 By “essential” we mean that all the relevant language features are present in some
form of another.

4 Handel-C also allows the use of multiple clocks and special asynchronous links be-
tween different clock domains, but those are beyond the scope of the current work.



swap to be done in one clock-cycle, without needing a temporary variable, i.e.

x := y ‖ y := x instead of temp := x;x := y; y := temp

Channel communication, that is, the successful synchronisation of a pair of com-
plementary guards on the same channel (input guard c?x with output guard
c!e) results in the variable x being updated with the value of e (transmitted via
channel c) at the end of the clock cycle.

The language constructs familiar to imperative programmers are sequential
composition (p; q), conditional (p/ b .q, “do p if b holds, else do q”), iteration (b∗p,
“while b do p”) and multi-way selection (s I [p0, . . . , pn−1], “if s = i then do pi”).
The evaluation of expressions and conditions is performed by combinatorial logic
and occurs during the clock cycle, taking zero-time as measured by the clock. In
particular, if a while-loop’s condition is false, the loop terminates immediately,
and the subsequent code starts executing in the same clock cycle.

On top of the imperative subset are added Handel-C specific constructs:

Parallel We can run programs in parallel (p1 ‖ p2 ‖ · · · ‖ pn) exhibiting true
concurrency in the underlying hardware. The threads run in lock-step under
the global clock, and the construct terminates when all its threads have done
so.

Waiting There are constructs that simply do nothing, but differ in the amount
of time spent doing so—0 does nothing an terminates immediately, whilst 1
also does nothing, but takes an entire clock-cycle to do it. These constructs
are used for timing purposes.

Communication Parallel threads can communicate via channels as already de-
scribed, but these are instances of a more general communication scheme cap-
tured by the prialt (prioritised-alternatives) construct: 〈g1 → p1, . . . , gn →
pn〉. The guards gi denote communication intentions, and the ordering re-
flects a priority ranking, with the earlier guards being preferred over the later
ones if more than one is able to synchronise. If a guard gi is enabled, it exe-
cutes at the end of the current cycle, and its associated continuation process
(pi) starts execution in the next cycle. The last guard can be the so-called
“default” guard (!?), which denotes the action to do if no communication
has been enabled.

Most of the complexity of the semantics of Handel-C results from the behaviour
of the prialt statements, so we discuss this in a little more detail.

First we describe an informal model of how execution progresses during a
clock cycle. We imagine that program execution is managed by a set of “program
counters” (PCs) that track which statements we are currently executing, one
for each active parallel thread. At the start of the clock cycle these PCs are
pointing to language constructs of any type or complexity (conditional, prialt
while-loop, assignment, . . . ). The goal is to end up with them pointing at those
operations that synchronise with the clock, namely channel communications,
assignment and 1 statements. Ignoring communication for now, we can imagine
clock-cycle execution having two phases:



Selection The selection (or sel) phase is when loop and branch conditions are
evaluated, and the relevant PCs are updated to point to the appropriate
sub-parts of these constructs. This activity repeats until all PCs point to
assignment or 1 statements.

Action The action (or act) phase involves the simultaneous update of variables
that are assignment targets, and the clock transition marking the cycle end.

Communication complicates the picture in two key ways. The first arises simply
because we need to collect all the prialts active in any given clock-cycle in order
to determine which communication events are going to occur (a process called
Resolution). So, during the sel phase, PCs stop being updated if they point at
prialts, and we introduce two new phases:

Request The Request (req) phase is when prialt requests (ordered guard se-
quences) are recorded in a part of the global environment

Resolution The resolution (res) phase looks at all the request so recorded, and
determines which communication events will occur, if any. We shall note
go into detail about this process, other than to note that it is achieved in
zero-time using combinatorial logic. Details can be found in [3].

So the picture we now have is of a clock-cycle with four phases:

sel — Evaluation of control construct conditions.
req — Recording of active communication request.
res — Resolution to determine active communications.
act — Simultaneous performance of assignments and communications.

We represent this in both VDM♣ and Haskell as:

t ∈ TType = { sel , req , res, act }

data TType = Tsel | Treq | Tres | Tact deriving (Eq,Ord)

The requests of the req phase are stored in a temporary part of the program
state, hereinafter referred to as the dynamic state. This request state is zeroed
at the end of every clock cycle, and so is not carried forward. This is in contrast
to the state of the program variables, the static state, which does persist across
clock-cycle boundaries.

The second source of semantic complexity arises as a result of a single key-
word in prialt—default in the ASCII syntax, !? in the mathematical syntax.
If none of a prialt’s guards are active after resolution, and there is no default
guard, then the whole construct blocks, and does nothing during the current
cycle. It then re-executes in the next clock cycle.

However, if a default guard is present (〈. . . , !? → pn〉), then it immediately
executes, taking no time at all, and its continuation process pn starts execution
during the current clock cycle. The problem is that pn can be an arbitrary
piece of Handel-C code, with conditionals, loops, and more prialts. If these
prialts become active in the current cycle, then we have to redo resolution,



and previously blocked prialts elsewhere may become active. So, in the event
of a default guard being activated, we need to repeat the sel , req and res phases,
so the phase-structure of a clock-cycle is in fact denoted by the following regular
expression:

(sel req res)+ act

In actuality, the number of repetitions of the first three phases is equal to the
maximum depth of prialts nested in default clauses in the program under
consideration.

3.1 Parsing “Mathematical” Handel-C Syntax

A parser has been written for an ASCII version of the mathematical syntax,
where for example the program

(f := 1 ‖ x := 10); (x > 1) ∗ (f := f ∗ x ‖ x := x− 1)

becomes

( f:=1 || x:= 10 ) ; { x > 1 } * ( f:=f*x || x:=x-1 )

while prialt statement 〈c?x → y := 2 ∗ x, a!23 → 1〉 in mathematical sytnax
is written as [c?x -> y:=2*x, a!23 -> 1]. The parser returns an ADT called
SStmt, parameterised with a type used for annotations of various types, and
excerpt of which is shown below:

data SStmt a = SnameString a | Sdelay Int a
| Sassign String (SExpr a) a
| Sseq [SStmt a] a | Spar [SStmt a] a
| Sif (SExpr a) (SStmt a) (SStmt a) a
| Swhile (SExpr a) (SStmt a) a
| Sprialt [ (SGuard a ,SStmt a)] a . . .

Here Sexpr and SGuard are ADTs for expression and guard syntax.

4 The Semantics

The key goal of this work was to use Haskell/QuickCheck to animate and test the
operational and denotational semantics of Handel-C, to check they were both
equivalent, and to explore the validity of a number of algebraic “laws of Handel-
C”. In this section we describe these, as well as sketching out how they were
encoded in Haskell.

4.1 Program State

Both the static and dynamic state are modelled for simplicity as a single fi-
nite map from identifiers to a sum type (Datum) covering all possible variable



values (integer or unknown), the current time, and the dynamic state informa-
tion (Resltn). The dynamic state is accessed via special non-program variable
identifiers (τ,< or idTau and idRes).

V al =̂ Z ∪ { ? } (1)
Time =̂ N (2)

Datum =̂ V al + Time + Resltn (3)
ρ ∈ Env =̂ Id→Datum (4)

data Datum a = Dint Int
| DboolBool
| Dundef String
| Dtime Int
| Dres (Resltn a)

type Env a = Map Id (Datum a)

We will not discuss the structure of Resltn any further, other than to note that
it carries similar annotations to those used for program statements. A common
facility required by both semantic models was the ability to generate the envi-
ronment corresponding to a given program (ωp : Worldp), and to initialise it,
using an function pIds that returns the variable identifiers of a program:

ωp
0 : Worldp (5)

ωp
0 =̂ (t/ ◦ Pival ◦ pIds)[[p]] (6)

where ival(τ) =̂ {τ 7→ 0} (7)
ival(<) =̂ {i 7→ zero} (8)
ival(i) =̂ {i 7→?} (9)

mkWorld : : Ord a ⇒ SStmt a → Env a
mkWorld p
= (( sreduce (mextend,nullMap)) .(smap iva l ) . pIds) p
where

i va l i
| i == idTau = iMap i (Dtime 0)
| i == idRes = iMap i (Dres dynZero)
| otherwise = iMap i (Dundef ””)

The ival function initialises variables, setting time and dynamic state to “zero”,
and variable values to unknown.

4.2 The Operational Semantics

We use a structured operational semantics (SOS [9]) with state consisting of the
current program (p), cycle phase (t), and static and dynamic state (ρ).



transition enable condition changes

sel t = sel ∧ ttype(p) = sel p
sel−→ p′

− t = sel ∧ ttype(p) 6= sel t := req

req t = req ∧ ttype(p) = req p
req−→
e

p′

− t = req ∧ ttype(p) 6= req t := res,resolve

res t = res ∧ ttype(p) = res p
res−→ p′

− t = res ∧ ttype(p) = sel t := sel

− t = res ∧ ttype(p) = act t := act

act t = act ∧ act ∈ tts(p) p
act−→
e

p′

− t = act ∧ act /∈ ttsρ(p) t := sel ,tick

Table 3. Transition Condition Table

(p, t, ρ) ∈ State = P × TType × Env (10)
initP : P → State (11)

initP (p) =̂ (p, sel , ωp
0) (12)

type PState = (SStmt TType,TType,Env TType)
initP : : SStmt a → PState
initP p
= (p’ ’ , Tsel , env)
where

p’ = ttProcess p
env = mkWorld p’
p’ ’ = typeAttr env p’

The transitions are classified according to the phase in which they are active, and
decorated with both this classification and notation indicating any state changes
associated with the, as indicated in Table 3. Operational Semantics Rules have
the form:

Name
antecedents
consequent

[cond]

where cond and antecedents are optional. The consequent transition is enabled
if and only if: (i) its transition type is enabled by the global state; (ii) the
condition, evaluated against the global state, is also true; and (iii) the antecedent
transitions, if any, are themselves enabled.



We now give an example of a few rules:

Delay
1 act−→ 0

Assign
v := e

act−→
v:=e

0

Seq
p

t−→
e

p′

p ; q t−→
e

p′ ; q

Whl-False
b ∗ p

sel−→ 0
[¬b]

Whl-True
b ∗ p

sel−→ p ; b ∗ p
[b]

In the Haskell implementation, this is implemented by function that searches
and instance of SStmt TType for sub-parts that match a currently enabled tran-
sition rule. The function returns a success indicator, the modified program and
a datatype (Evtf) that indicates what state changes have occurred.

4.3 The Denotational Semantics

The denotational semantics is much more complex than that for either an im-
perative language or a typical process algebra for two reasons:

– As already discussed, the activity in a clock-cycle requires the iteration of
the first three phases, before the final actions can be done.

– However, we also have the complication that Handel-C as a language has
global shared variables, which in itself considerably complicates the seman-
tics model, particularly if it is to be compositional.

In the denotational semantics, there are two types of environments; one which
contains all the Ids of a program p (a World), and one which contains only those
Ids which have changed in particular step (a Change). Both are implemented
using the standard Environment.

ω ∈ Worldp =̂ pIds[[p]]→Datum

δ ∈ Changep =̂ pIds[[p]] m→ Datum

type World = Env NullAttr
type Change = Env NullAttr

Here NullAttr is a null-attribute type used when we don’t need attributes. We
then introduce the idea of a Choice as a function from a World to a Change:

κ ∈ Choice =̂ World → Change

data Choice = Choice (World→Change) | NullChoice

These Choices play the role of Events in the main semantic abstraction, which
are Typed Assertion Traces (TAT).



Typed Assertion Traces Typed Assertion Traces are a sequence of slots,
designed to model the behaviour of Handel-C, with each slot capturing the events
of a single clock cycle. Each slot is organised as a pair, the first component of
which is a sequence of triples, denoting the iteration of the sel -req-res phases,
while the second component captures the events of the act phase.

First we define the notion of an Event class.

e ∈ Evt

♦ : Evt× Evt→ Evt

� : Evt

Basically we require (Evt,♦, ) to form a non-abelian monoid, without group
properties.

class Event e where
(<>) : : e → e → e
enull : : e

We then define a general notion of State as something that can be changed
by Events: States are data items which can change as a result of events:

s ∈ St

4 : Evt→ St→ St

class Event e ⇒ State e s where
stChg : : e → s → s

We instantiate
We need predicates (boolean-valued functions) over states:

p ∈ Pred = St→ B

We use true and false to denote the everywhere true and false predicates re-
spectively:

true, false : Pred

true =̂ λa ·True

false =̂ λa · False

However, we will want to test predicates for equality, so we shall have to have
appropriate concrete representations over which such tests can be made. We
introduce a class Predicate which requires its instances to support equality, and
evaluation over a state to a boolean value, the true and false predicates as well
as the standard three propositional connectives: ¬,∧,∨:

class Prop p where
true , fa l se : : p
notp : : p → p



(&&&) : : p → p → p
( | | | ) : : p → p → p

class Prop p ⇒ Predicate p s where
assert : : p → s →Bool

A guarded event is a predicate-event pair:

g, (p, e) ∈ GE = Pred× Evt

A microslot is a triple of guarded events, and we deal in sequences of these:

m, (s, q, r) ∈ MS = GE3

µ ∈ MSS = MS?

Slots are defined as a pair consisting of a microslot list and an guarded “action”
event, while Traces are non-empty sequences of slots:

s, (µ, a) ∈ Slot = MSS ×GE

τ ∈ Trc = Slot+

type MS p e = (GE p e ,GE p e ,GE p e)
type MSS p e = [MS p e ]
type Slot p e = (MSS p e , GE p e)
type Trc p e = [ Slot p e ]

Many of these structures have associated data invariants and a large number
of manipulation functions which space precludes us from describing here. The
Haskell implementation of these has encoded the invariants as QuickCheck prop-
erties, and all the manipulation functions have had their invariant preservation
properties thoroughly tested.

The Semantic Model The semantics of a Handle-C program is a set of Traces,
where the events have been instantiated by Choices, and the Predicates are
represented by Expressions:

type TATi = Trc (SExpr NullAttr ) Choice

The “TATi” type represents a single possible trace in all the outputs of the a
program. All of these possible traces are listed to form the TrcSet data type.

TrcSet = TATi+

data TrcSet = MkT [TATi]

The semantics map a program to a TrcSet, but we do not present these here,
as space forbids. The description of these structures has been given to give a
flavour of the level of complexity involved in the denotational semantics.



p1; (p2; p3) = (p1; p2); p3

(p1 / c . p2); s = (p1; s) / c . (p2; s)

b ∗ p = (p; b ∗ p) / b . 0

Fig. 3. Some Laws of Handel-C

4.4 Semantic Model Comparison

Although we have a language with concurrency, the constraints of implementa-
tion lead to a number of restrictions in order to ensure that the behaviour of
a Handel-C program with a single clock is in fact deterministic. In particular,
a program starting in the same state, with the same pattern of i/o activity,
will perform the same on every run. This provides a basis for comparing the
operational and denotational semantics.

Given either semantic model, and an initial starting static state, we can
construct a trace of its execution, as a single sequence whose elements denote
the variable values on every clock cycle.

If, given any program and starting state, we always get the same trace from
either semantic model, then we deem those models to be equivalent —in particu-
lar this demonstrates that the operational model is sound w.r.t the denotational
semantics.

4.5 The Laws of Handel-C

The laws of Handel-C are a series of algebraic laws that identify conditions under
which textually different programs exhibit the same behaviour — a sample of
these are shown in Figure 3. Formally their correctness needs to be validated
against one or both of the semantic models.

The encoding of these laws is very straightforward, as shown by the encoding
of the law regarding the associative of sequential composition:

prop SeqAssoc p1 p2 p3
= sseq [p1, sseq [p2,p3 ] ] === sseq [ sseq [p1,p2] , p3]

Here sseq is simply a function that builds an instance of SStmt NullAttr, used
as a convenient shorthand. The triple equality (===) is a function that runs
both sides on a randomly chosen starting environment using the operational
semantics, and finished by comparing the output traces for equality. As the
traces can be of arbitrary length, the comparison stops after a certain number of
clock cycles (typically 100). As a more complex example, here is the QuickCheck
property corresponding to the while-loop law:

prop WhlCond p
= forAl l genBool $ λb →

swhile b p === s i f b (sseq [p, swhile b p]) ( sdelay 0)



5 Technical Issues

One of the biggest technical hurdles to be overcome was the nature of the math-
ematical domain used for the denotational semantics. This comprises sets of
finite sequences, but if the program contains a while-loop or a prialt without a
default-clause, then the sets are infinite. This required very careful attention to
be paid to the order in which traces were kept in the trace-set [10, pp56–57]. It
is for this reason that the trace-set is actually implemented as a sequence, rather
than using the Set type constructor from IVDM Set.

The language constructs that needed particular care in this regard were the
conditional and loop, were ordering was crucial, and sequential and parallel
composition. Composition required forming the product of two trace-sets, but
it required the ordering to be carefully diagonalised to ensure that the testing
would visit these in the correct order [10, pp58–60].

The denotational semantics proved to be much more expensive to run than
the operational semantics, exhibiting exponential growth with respect to the
number of clock-cycles simulated. This could be alleviated by a semantic domain
that replaces sets of traces by a single tree-like structure, but this is conceptually
far more complex.

The generation of random test programs for use by QuickCheck also required
some thought, particulary to get programs that were of reasonalbel size. Pro-
grams had to be well-formed (e.g. no priority inversion among the channel pri-
orities in all the prialts of a program), but most randomly generated programs
are, so this was dealt with during testing using preconditions.

instance Arbitrary (SStmt NullAttr ) where
arbitrary = genSStmt

genSStmt = sized sstmt ’

sstmt ’ 0 = oneof [ return ( sdelay 0) , −− 0
liftM sdelay genInt , −− 1
liftM2 sassign genVar sub expr ] −− v :=e

where sub expr = sexpr ’ 0
sstmt ’ n | n>0

= oneof
[ liftM sdelay genInt , −− sdelay n
liftM2 sassign genVar sub expr , −− v :=e
liftM2 (λs1→ λs2→sseq [ s1 , s2 ])

sub sstmt sub sstmt , −− p;q
liftM2 (λp1→ λp2→spar [p1,p2])

sub sstmt sub sstmt , −− p | |q
liftM3 s i f genBool sub sstmt sub sstmt , −− p<|b |>q
liftM2 swhile genBool sub sstmt , −− b∗p
liftM spr ia l t genGEs] −− pr ia l t

where sub expr = sexpr ’ (n‘ div ‘10)
sub sstmt = sstmt ’ (n‘ div ‘10)



Some of the prialt laws required special-purpose generators, usually because
there was some specific structure required for the law to be valid.

An innovative feature of this work was the development of a Haskell Class to
denote the operations any semantic model should provide, in order to allow for
the kinds of test and comparisons needed to achieve the goals of this work.

class SemState a where
in itS : : SStmt NullAttr → a
step : : a → a
mstep : : a → a
run : : a → [Env NullAttr ]
stepN : : Int → a → a
ssEnv : : a → Env NullAttr
putEnv : : Env NullAttr → a → a
fmtState : : a → String
getState : : a → SemType

6 Test Results

6.1 Errors Uncovered—A Sample

We now give a flavour of errors in the original semantics that were uncovered,
either as a result of the encoding into Haskell with the ad-hoc testing that ac-
companied this, or as a result of a systematic investigation of expected properties
using QuickCheck.

The encoding of the operational semantics in Haskell was crucial in itself.
There is a very subtle issue to do with the classification of the transition types
associated with the prialt construct, in particular as far as its busy-waiting
behaviour is concerned. This behaviour was uncovered as a result of simulation
of the operational semantics. In fact, the key feature of the semantics published
in [3] is that it was extensively tested in this manner.

One of the utility operations required by the denotational semantics was one
which merged microslot sequences in parallel:

‖ : MSS ×MSS →MSS

The original version of this merged the two sequences by matching up from the
start of the list, showing behaviour analogous to zip msmerge, where msmerge

merges two micro-slots. Testing with QuickCheck revealed that the merging
should have been by aligning the lists at their ends, giving an overall effect
analogous to reverse ◦ (zip msmerge)◦reverse [10, pp54–5]. This is as a result of a
subtle timing issue that is highly counter-intuitive, and which would most likely
only have been discovered after the failure of a long and complex proof.

Testing for the equivalence of the two semantic models only uncovered one
failure—the two semantic models disagreed on the behaviour of the following
program:

〈a?x→ b := 11, 1?→ 〈a!22→ c := 33, !?→ 0〉〉



However, this program is pathological, being equivalent to

〈a?x→ b := 11, a!22→ c := 33, !?→ 0〉

and violates a well-formedness condition that any prialt should only mention
any given channel at most once. The Handel-C concete version of this program
gets rejected by the Handel-C compiler.

Some twenty-eight proposed laws of Handel-C were tested, and there were
some failures. However none of these could be attributed to a problem with the
law concerned, but instead proved in each case to have uncovered an error in
the Haskell implementation of one or both of the semantic models.

Some laws were posited that are known to be false, such as

(c!e ‖ c?x) = x := e

(this is true as is, but fails if the two sides are put in parallel with another
program that uses channel c). The idea was to see if QuickCheck could produce
counterexamples. In this case, what was actually tested was

(c!e ‖ c?x) ‖ p = x := e ‖ p

It turned out that QuickCheck found a counterexample roughly half of the time
it was run.

7 Future Work

A third semantic model for Handel-C exists, that maps Handel-C programs to
an abstract models of hardware has been developed [11], and it needs to be
formally checked for internal consistency, and compared to at least one of the
other semantics models.

There is considerable scope for improving the sophistication of the test gen-
erations, as some laws and properties proved too difficult to test.

The development of code to describe formal models of languages involves a
lot of “boilerplate code”, traversing over abstract syntax datatypes. It looks as
if this general area of formal semantics development, which basically amounts to
mapping abstract syntax into a number of mathematically inspired structures,
and analysing and relating them is ideally suited as an application of so-called
generic programming techniques.

Finally, the obvious next big step is to consider how this approach could be
extended to incorporate theorem provers, like for example, the Sparkle theorem
prover [12] now distributed with Clean.

8 Conclusions

The combination of having libraries implementing sets and maps, and the ability
of QuickCheck to test algorithms based on these structures, has resulted in a
potent tool for assisting in the development of formal semantic models.

Unfortunately, once the tests all pass, the proof obligations still remain!
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